THE GIANT SCHNAUZER CLUB OF AMERICA
ANNUAL AWARDS 2007
Awards calculated for the GSCA Year: 1/1/07-12/31/07

PRESENTED AT 2008 NATIONAL SPECIALTY
PURINA FARMS
SEPTEMBER 26, 2008
**2007 CONFORMATION AWARDS**

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year - Dog

2007
CH Triple Crown's Return of the King
Owners: Dennis Wilson/Valle Bridges

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year - Bitch

2007
CH BIS, BISS Galilee's Pure of Spirit
Owner: Mary Hayes

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year - Owner Handled Dog

2007
CH BIS, BISS Tanglewood's Sweetness
Owners: Jean Erath/Chris Erath/Ed Fojtik

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year - Owner Handled Bitch

2007
CH BIS, BISS Doc's It's All About Faith
Owner: Dr. Dorothy Izmirlian

Top Producing Giant Schnauzer of the Year - Dog

2007
CH Gloris Arizona Bill
Owner: Maryann Bisceglia/Olga Seliverstova

Top Producing Giant Schnauzer of the Year - Bitch

2007
CH Brighton's Rise And Shine
Owners: Leta Whittington/Pat Gandy

**2007 PERFORMANCE AWARDS**

Obedience Giant Schnauzer of the Year

2007
CH Apffel Bach Berlyn RE CD - Bitch
Owners: Tracy Gustafson/Richard Mitchell

Obedience Giant Schnauzer of the Year - Opposite Sex

2007
Momentumm Voodoo Lounge RA CD - Dog
Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit/Chris Lietzau

Agility Giant Schnauzer of the Year

2007
Momentumm Vodka With A Twist RA TD AX AXJ OF - Bitch
Owners: Kellie & T Verrelli/Chris Lietzau
Agility Giant Schnauzer of the Year
2007
Heartland's Stay A Lil Bit Longer NA NAJ NJP NF- Dog
Owners: Wendy Sheffler/ Art & Linda Curle

Top Rally Giant Schnauzer of the Year
2007
CH Ingebar's Benson UD RAE2 HT NA NAJ AXP OJP NFP- Dog
Owner: Rebecca Letson

Top Herding Giant of the Year
2007
Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HSCs HICs NA NAJ OAP OJP NFP- Bitch
Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

**2007 ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS**

Champion & Utility Dog (UD)
2007
CH Ingebar's Benson UD RAE2 HT NA NAJ AXP OJP NFP- Dog
Owner: Rebecca Letson

High in Trial-All Breed
2007
Momentumm Voodoo Lounge CD RA- Dog
Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit/ Chris Lietzau

Versatility Award (14-21 points)
2007
CH Ruster's Guided by the Wind CD RN- Bitch
Owners: Brianna Higgins/ Laura Feldt

Versatility Award (14-21 points)
2007
Momentumm Vodka With A Twist RA TD AX AXJ OF- Bitch
Owners: Kellie & T Verrelli/ Chris Lietzau

Versatility Award (14-21 points)
2007
CH Classic Feeska v Easentaigh CD RN- Bitch
Owners: Susie Hart/ Mary Falls

Versatility Award (14-21 points)
2007
CH Apffel Bach Berlyn CD RE- Bitch
Owners: Tracy Gustafson/ Richard Mitchell

Versatility Excellent Award (22-29 points)
2007
Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HSCs HICs NA NAJ OAP OJP NFP- Bitch
Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

Versatility Excellent Award (22-29 points)
2007
Enya vom Engelskotten IPO3- Bitch
Owner: Michelle Testa
Master Versatility Award (30 or more points)
2007
CH Ingebar's Benson UD RAE2 HT NA NAJ AXP OJP NFP- Dog
Owner: Rebecca Letson

Master Versatility Award (30 or more points)
2007
CH Momentum After Dark V. Ruster VCD2 RE AX AXJ NF
Owner: Kathi Seaman

Master Versatility Award (30 or more points)
2007
CH Valleesa's Amazing Grace VCD1 RE AX AXJ NAP NJP- Bitch
Owner: Valli Rovenolt

**2007 NOMINATED AWARDS**

Outstanding Member Award
2007
Enid Lagree
Mike and Tami Stoller

Dedicated Service Award
2007
Bridgette Tuerler

Dedicated Service Award
2007
Jackie Walker

Dedicated Service Award
2007
Laura Feldt

Outstanding Giant Schnauzer
2007
Mach3 Momentum Behind The Wind
Owner Virginia Nickles

Outstanding Giant Schnauzer
2007
Ch Mach2 Wildwood’s Bleuzenn
Owner Virginia Hayes

Lady Fergie Award
2007
Ingebar’s Evita Duarte D’Oro
Owner Jackie Walker

AKC Sportman’s Award

Valla Bridges
**2007 TOP TEN AWARDS**

**TOP 10 BREED**

1) CH Kenro’s Keeping Time- Bitch  
   Owners: Robin Greenslade/Karen Mancini/ Jim Mancini/ Ken Greenslade
2) CH Galilee’s Pure of Spirit- Bitch  
   Owner: Mary Hayes
3) CH Skansen’s Mega Veer S- Bitch  
   Owner: Barbara Hughes
4) CH Windmill’s Chase Manhattan-Dog  
   Owners: Rob Cobussen/Sue Cobussen
5) CH Triple Crown’s Return of the King- Dog  
   Owners: Dennis Wilson/Valla Bridges
6) CH Brighton’s Takes My Breath Away Bitch  
   Owners: Linda Waltman/Pat Gandy/Leta Whittington
7) CH Tanglewood’s Sweetness- Dog  
   Owners: Jean Erath/Chris Erath/Ed Fojtik
8) CH Doc's It's All About Faith- Bitch  
   Owner: Dorothy Izmirlian
9) CH Skansen’s Katherine Of Koburg Bitch  
   Owners: Jimmy Jackson/Linda Jackson
10) CH Tanglewood's Bocephus- Dog  
    Owners: R Domas/R Domas/P Domas/Ed Fojtik

**Top 10 Obedience**

1) CH Apffel Bach Berlyn RE CD- Bitch  
   Owners: Tracy Gustafson/ Ron Mitchell
2) Momentumm Voodoo Lounge RA CD- Dog  
   Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit/ Chris Lietzau
3) CH Valleesa’s Amazing Grace VCD1 RN AX AXJ NAP NJP- Bitch  
   Owner: Valli Rovenolt
4) Elk Run’s Taz Man CD- Dog  
   Owner: John & Denise Frank
5) CH Ingebar's Benson UD RAE2 HT NA NAJ AXP OJP NFP- Dog  
   Owner: Rebecca Letson
6) Ingebars Always Faithful CD  
   Owners: Richard & Terri Sibert
7) Myownly One In A Million CDX  
   Owners: Louise Barbieri/D Dietzel/Cathy Tower-Chriscaden
8) Vigilant Ivan Enrique Surrat RE CDX  
   Owner: Camile Kopcik
9) Maxwell Von Thor CD  
   Owner: Cheryl Ambrose
10) CH Rus Astershvarc Zone of Fire CD- Dog  
    Owner: Marina Raukhverger
Top 10 Rally

1) CH Ingebar's Benson UD RAE2 HT NA NAJ AXP OJP NFP- Dog
   Owner: Rebecca Letson
2) Simmons Midnight Express CDX RAE MX MXJ- Dog
   Owner: Elaine Ballman
3) Riesenrad's Special Wheel VCD1 RAE TDX AXP AJP
   Owners: Hermann & Ingrid Hamburger/ Tarja Ahlgren
4) CH Valleesa’s Amazing Grace VCD1 RE AX AXJ- Bitch
   Owner: Valli Rovenolt
5) Galilee Ingebars Inspiration RE HSAs- Bitch
   Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler/ Maryann Bisceglia
6) PCRF Duchess Von Nikra CD RAE- Bitch
   Owner: Barbara Arkin
7) CH Apffel Bach Berlyn CD RE- Bitch
   Owners: Tracy Gustafson/ Richard Mitchell
8) Aegis Von Der Briercross RA
   Owners: Richard Mitchell/ Tracy Gustafson
9) Momentumm Voodoo Lounge CD RA- Dog
   Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit/ Chris Lietzau
10) Valleesa's Graceful Blessing RN NAP NJP- Bitch
    Owners: Valli & Richard Rovenolt

Top 10 Agility

1) Momentumm Vodka With A Twist RA TD AX AXJ OF
   Owners: Kellie & T Verrelli/ Chris Lietzau
2) Valleesa’s Keepsake RN AX AXJ
   Owners: Valli Rovenolt/ P. Clark
3) CH MACH Wildwoods Bleuzenn
   Owner: Virginia Hayes
4) Heartland’s Stay A Lil Bit Longer NA NAJ NJP NF
   Owners: Wendy Sheffler/ Art & Linda Curle
5) Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HICs NA NAJ OAP OJP NFP- Bitch
   Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler
6) Formally Known as Filed’s
   Owners: Jim Bahr/ F. Nichter
7) Histyle's Up Town Girl AX AXJ OAP OJP- Bitch
   Owners: Lynn McMaster/ Mike Rutkas
8) CH Momentumm After Dark V. Ruster VCD2 RE AX NF
   Owner: Kathi Seaman
9) Riesenrad's Real Appeal MX MXJ
   Owner: Jim Bahr/ Tarja Ahlgren/ F. Nichter
10) Ch Ingebar's Benson UD RAE2 HT NA NAJ AXP OJP NFP- Dog
    Owner: Rebecca Letson

Top 10 Tracking

1) Ramahills Yur Mama Don’t Dance TD
   Owners: Linda & R Hurst/ Debbie Dayton
Top 10 Herding
1) Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HICs NA NAJ OAP OJP NFP- Bitch
   Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler
2) Galilee Ingebars Inspiration RE HSAs- Bitch
   Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler/ Maryann Bisceglia
3) CH Ingebar's Benson UD RAE2 HT NA NAJ AXP OJP NFP- Dog
   Owner: Rebecca Letson